WHAT DOES STUDY MEANS?
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The Study is a familiar word but has deeper and wider meaning. According to Oxford Dictionaries, it is a detailed investigation and analysis of a subject matter. I hope after reading this article, it gives refreshing view for us professional teachers.

What STUDY means?

S-service. Teachers serve their learners by continuously studying and improving themselves. They transmit what they have to their pupils. A teacher needs to study because they cannot transmit what they don’t have. What you gained learn how to share.

T-time. Though teachers has unlimited work to do, they know perfectly well the need to make good use of time. Time management is what they have to do if study is to occupy a slot in their daily task. Time is gold, so teacher never waste time.

U-unity. For the teachers, any study and service as well rendered for others must be seen as sterling opportunity to develop oneself totally. Unity of life implies that the teacher must equally aspires for technical and moral competence.

D-dedication. A teacher’s dedication to study is borne by his commitment to help his learners to learn what is true and good. A committed teacher always devote and dedicate at all works whatever it was.

Y-yield. Teacher is to teach as to investor is to invest. The more investment the better; Knowledge gain that comes from the teacher makes brighter future of the learners. Learn to plant good deeds to yield good fruits.
Now, dear teachers let us imbue ourselves with a positive concept of STUDY.
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